
underlying the clinical supervision
model are identical regardless of who
does the supervision-supervisor or
peer. Their attempt to generalize their
conclusions from this specific interven-
tion-using teachers as supervisors and
providing no return observations by the
same "supervisor"-is unwarranted, dis-
claimers and qualifiers notwithstanding.

It is obvious that McFaul and Cooper
are disappointed with the fate of their
intervention. Certainly, their observa-
tion that the climate of a school can
influence events is neither disputable
nor novel. Absolutely, we need to docu-
ment the obstacles to implementing

clinical supervision in the schools and
record and publish adaptation processes
and consequences. Assuredly, we must
pt,' such ideas as colleague consultation
anu clinical supervision to the test of fire
by applying them and documenting
their impact. But, sadly, the authors
have not done this. What is not needed
is another wailing that conditions in our
schools, even in our urban schools, are
so bad that thev will overcome the best
of our efforts. if "what is needed is an
environment congruent with sustained
professional development" before we
can try to improve teaching, we will be
banned from most of our schools, not

only urban schools. "Sustained psoies-
sional development" is simply not char-
acteristic of most school eaironmet.
The challenge for school leaders and fr
educational researchers is to find and
use tools that promote such pnfesional
growth and help overcome the buIau-
cratic influences that inhibit such deel-
opment. Obviously. eforts to test thee
tools must be conscientiously coodinat-
ed with school leaders so that ddelrv
con be compatible with the daih de-
mands of the school. Whetr or not
"peer clinical supervision" can be such
a tool remains to be seen. We need
better tests of "realiht"-really .O

No Wonder It Didn't Work!
A Response to McFaul and Cooper

ROBERT J. KRAJEWSKI

challenge McFaul and Cooper's I. Why should we be involved in 3. Requires supervisor klnowledge and
conclusions and suggest instead that clinical supervision? training.

.their experiment failed because of 2. How can we develop a positive 4. Is both technology and use of
poor design and implementation. attitude? technolog. Its obeectivity:

Any project, especially one as de- 3. What risks must we take? 5. Is goal oriented and systematic. yet
manding in knowledge base, adminis- 4. What skills do we need? flexible, to better meet teacher needs
trative support, and skills as is clinical 5. How can we find time to imple- and thus:
peer supervision, must be introduced ment the program? 6. Requires mutual trust and the
with proper timing to the proper audi- Such questions cannot be answered nurturing of rapport. a situation dthat:
ence. This project (I) appeared to ask by emphasizing process only. Concepts 7. Fosters role delineation.
the impossible of teachers, (2) afforded must also be emphasized; the whys and Trainees must have a rationale for,
an unfair test of clinical supervision, (3) hows must be integrated. information about, and necessrv skills
asked for too much in too short a time, Seven concepts provide a firm foun- inherent in these concept. Concept
and (4) thus assured a negative out- dation for clinical supervision pro- and process must co-exist for dclinical
come. One of my colleagues, in com- grams. I' Clinical supervision: supervision to be successful.
menting on this article, said, "It's an I. Is a deliberate intervention into the I urge readers not to become disour-
excellent essay to be read by persons instructional process, requiring plan- aged. When properly introduced and
contemplating a peer clinical superni- ning for what and when to observe, implemented, clinical superision can
sion system-in terms of vwhat not to which type of analysis to use, and the be a powerful force in improving in-
do." Paradoxically. therein may lie the roles each participant assumes. This struction. Peer clinical supenrision, if
article's greatest salue. behavior: built on an existing support system. can

Without administrative and supervi- 2. Creates productive tension for both also be a powerful force in improving
sory support, peer clinical supervision teacher and supervisor. Lack of analysis instruction. McFaul and Cooper's arti-
programs will have little or no chance to skills, rapport, nurturance, observation, cle presents an unfair test of peer clini-
succeed. Thus training efforts must be- use of instruments, or time manage- cal supervision in that it was improperty
gin first with administrators-the super- ment produces unproductive tension. introduced to the wrong audience with-
intendents, supervisors, and princi- Reducing tension: out a positive existing support system. It
pals--and they must include both the didn't have a chance.l]
concepts and the process of clinical
supervision. In the beginning session of Robert 1. Kralewski is Professor and 'Robert Kranesbki. "Clinical Superision:
a recent clinical supervision training Head, Department of Educational Ad- A Conceptual Framework Journal of Re-
program, the most important concerns ministration andCounseling, University warch and Delopment m Edutiamn I;
of trainees were: of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls. (1982): 38-43.
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